
 

On Tuesday 29th & Wednesday 30
th

 July a Planning Inspector held a public inquiry 

at the Holiday Inn to consider an application by LSA to divert FP36. 

A barrister Mr C Branner of Land Mark Chambers who called four expert witnesses 

presented the Airport’s case. Supporting evidence was provided by Essex County Council 

and Rochford District Council who were represented by another barrister Ms H Saegent 

also of Land Mark Chambers. 

Four members of a working party of SAEN’s committee, two representatives of the 

Rambler’s Association, two members of SAEN and a member of the public opposed the 

application. They presented a strong case based on loss of amenity, walker’s safety and the 

law. 

A significant plank in the opposition’s case is that no Public Highway such as 

Footpath 36 ( a footpath is also a highway) can be lawfully diverted onto another Public 

Highway such as Aviation Way. The applicant argued that Aviation Way is and always has 

been a private road and as such not a Public Highway. The case was brought under the 

1980 Road Traffic Act as amended citing walker’s safety and the Airport’s expediency. 

The Airport originally proposed the use of the 1982 Civil Aviation Act. However 

they were advised in a letter to Mr Duddrige MP from the Secretary of State for Transport 

Mr I Fitzgerald MP, presented in evidence, against the use of this Act. 

Responsibility for airside security at airports has recently passed from the 

Department for Transport (D f T) to the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). New brooms 

sweep clean and it is believed that FP36 redirection is being offered to assuage the CAA’s 

concerns over airside security at Southend. 

If brought under the 1982 Civil Aviation Act the case will be considered by a 

Parliamentary Committee. It will be for footpath closure for reasons of airside security and 

both parties will be able to present a petition of evidence in support of their case. A breach 

of airside security represents a risk to the safety of passengers flying from the Airport. 

SAEN can argue that FP36 represents only one potential breach and there are many others. 

Also if passenger safety is the issue then the numerous breaches of CAP168 require closer 

examination. This makes the 1982 Civil Aviation Act the most appropriate and the 

Airport’s reasons for avoiding it obvious. 

 

In 1963 Aviation Traders (Engineering) Ltd requested a postal address for their 

facility over the Taxiway served by a private road from Eastwoodbury Lane. Southend 

Council’s Airport Committee chose the name Aviation Way. The road has therefor been in 

constant use without interruption for over 50 years. It takes only 20 years of constant public 

use without interruption for the road to become a public right of way and thus a Public 

Highway. Common law rights trump anything that the council has written into a lease. 

Once established it exists even if it has not been formally claimed. 

You can help by filling out our questionnaire that will be forwarded to the inspector 

to bolster our case. A rejection of the application using the 1980 Road Traffic Act will 

force use of the 1982 Civil Aviation Act and provoke a serious examination of the Airport’s 

safety both for passengers and people on the ground. 

 


